
KANT Special Prize 2021 

Announcing our call for: 

Short Films / Video Clips of 60 to 90 Seconds 

„The Special within the Ordinary“ 

Submission deadline: Friday, February 28th, 2021 
..… 

 

Working alone, or in small groups of students and filming with your Smartphone 

you should create a video clip of 60 to 90 seconds.  

 
The theme of the video clip should be an incident or an observation that is 
representative of your everyday school life. It should be a scene that represents 
something special, or ordinary.  
 
For example, in the evening or afternoon, you come home from school and 
someone asks: “Well, how was it today?” Often the answer is uninspired: “Oh, it 
was nothing special. On other days, however, you feel noticeably more inspired: 
“Something special happened today that I need to share!” Your video clip could 
present either of these experiences. Remember, however, it needs to be 
something you experienced in class, on the playground, during breaktime, or 
even at lunch that is worth sharing. It should represent a digital “still life” that 
shows something special within the ordinary about the school building (inside or 
outside), or the about or the immediate school environment. It could also take 
the form of a “narrative.” 
 

What is important? What is valued? 

- Your video should be a scene from your „everyday life” at school 

- Make it „eye-catching:“ images should be clear and crisp; give it rhythm; 

make it captivating; edit it well. 

- Feel free to include text, dialogue, or music. 

Your short film/video clip should be saved as an mp4 file (the name of the file 
should be the title of your film/clip and placed on a USB stick and submitted to 
your school office together with the form on the reverse (USB sticks are available 
in the office). 
 



KANT Special Prize 2021 

„The Special within the Ordinary“  

 

Title of the Short Film/Video Clip 

_________________________________________________________________ 

____________ seconds      
Length         

On  _________________________ the above named short film/video clip has been saved 

as an mp4 on a USB stick and submitted to my school section office.  

 

________________________________________________________________ 
School           Grade / Class 

Last name, first name     Signature 

_____________________________________ _______________________ 

_____________________________________ _______________________ 

_____________________________________ _______________________ 

_____________________________________ _______________________ 

With my/our signatures, we hereby confirm that I/we transfer the right of use for the above 

names short film/video clip to Stiftung Private Kant-Schulen gGmbH (SPKS), and that the 

persons appearing in our film/clip agree to its publication on the internet.   

The submitted short film / video clip has been nominated by 

 

_____________________________  _____________________________ 
Name of Teacher      Signature of Teacher 

 

This nomination is supported by the Principal of the school 

 

       _____________________________
       Signature of Principal 


